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Five days Special Course on "Criminal Justice and Digital Forensics"
meant for officers of the rank of Dy.SP and above, is scheduled to be held at
LNJN, National Forensic Sciences, University, tlew Delhi in three batches on
the dates as shown below:-

7, Z"d Batch : 0qth to lzth lonuory,2Dz4
2. 3rd Batch : 29th lanuary to02nd Februory,2024
3, 4th Batch : 79th to 23,d Februarv,2024

You are requested to please nominate eligible officers for all the three
batches separately in the above-mentioned rank for the course as per below
mentioned format. The nomination should reach PHQ by or before
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last hour. While submi the requisite nomination, it may be ensured that
no officer/official has been nominated in any other offline & Online
cours. the year 2023-24 is nominated for the instant course
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u

1. Spl. DGP CID, J&K Jammu
2. Spl. DGP Crime, J&K Jammu
3. ADGP Armed, l&K lammu
4. ADGP Security l&K lammu
5. ADGP Railway, J&K Jammu
6. Director SKPA-Udhampur.
7. IGP lammu Zone.
8. IGP Traffic-J&K Jammu

..........for favour of kind information and similar necessary action
9. SO (fD for information and necessary action.

29 I 12 I 2023 posltively.
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The nominees be kept in readiness and it may be ensured through
the concerned dealing hands that offices nominated for above said
course are not put to other spacial duties, just before the start of
the training pnogramme so as to avoid the tendency of making
neguests for ancellation of deputation of selected Officers at the
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